DESCRIPTION:
Daly’s DeckStain is a durable, penetrating exterior stain, ideal for use on most types of wood decks. It enhances the beauty of wood rather than hiding it. Deckstain has an alkyd resin base which provides a tough, weather-resistant finish. In addition, Daly’s DeckStain beads water, contains UV-light absorbers, and has built-in resistance to mildew.

RECOMMENDED USES:
DeckStain is designed particularly for use on exterior wood decks. Some additional uses on wood are: fences, railings, steps, porches, patio screening and swimming pool walkways.

RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS:
For best results, apply the product in a small test area of the wood first, and allow to dry, to check for desired effects. Stir product thoroughly before use and during application. Daly’s DeckStain can be applied by brush, roller or spray. Apply liberal coat of stain directly from the container. No thinning is necessary. DeckStain should be back-brushed while still wet to ensure proper penetration and avoid excessive build-up. To avoid lap marks, use as long a brush stroke as possible and apply in 3-4 ft. width sections running the entire length of the deck. Apply only one coat. Product should be applied between 40 -90°F. Do not apply in direct sun or when surface is hot.

COLORS & TINTING:
DeckStain may be tinted with up to 6 oz. per gallon of universal colorant or colorants ground in oil. Where retention of the natural wood color is desired, use one coat of clear DeckStain.

THINNING: Do not thin.
CLEAN UP: Paint thinner (Mineral spirits).
APPLICATION: Brush, roller, or spray.

SURFACE PREPARATION:
All surfaces to be finished must be free of loose dirt, dust, other contaminants, and must be dry. For pressure-treated wood, follow manufacturer’s instructions. Do not apply on previously painted or sealed surfaces. NEW WOOD: In order to be effective, stain must penetrate. New wood that is unseasoned or appears shiny should weather before staining; 2-3 weeks is usually sufficient. Remove any loose wood fibers, mildew or mold stains, and any foreign matter. PREVIOUSLY STAINED / WEATHERED WOOD: Old finishes, sealers, etc., must be removed. These surfaces must first be cleaned with Daly’s Deck and House Cleaner and Wood Brightener, following directions on label. MILDEW: Mildew must be removed prior to applying DeckStain. Mildew is indicated by grayish or blackish spots which may run together. Mildew can be removed by applying a 4:1 water/household bleach mixture or Daly’s Deck and House Cleaner, then rinsing with water.
COVERAGE:
DeckStain will cover 200-300 sq. ft. per gallon, depending on the porosity of wood. Generally, new wood is less porous than weathered wood, and soft wood more than hard wood. One coat of DeckStain usually can protect for up to 2-3 years, depending on the exposure. Clean and re-coat at that time.

DRY TIME: Allow DeckStain a minimum of 24 hours dry time.

CAUTIONS:
DANGER - CONTAINS PETROLEUM DISTILLATE. VAPOR HARMFUL. MAY AFFECT THE BRAIN OR NERVOUS SYSTEM CAUSING DIZZINESS, HEADACHE OR NAUSEA. CAUSES EYE, SKIN, NOSE AND THROAT IRRITATION.
Notice: Reports have associated repeated and prolonged occupational overexposure to solvents with permanent brain and nervous system damage. Intentional misuse by deliberately concentrating and inhaling the contents may be harmful or fatal.
PRECAUTIONS: Keep away from heat and flame. Prevent build-up of vapors by opening windows and doors to achieve cross ventilation.
USE ONLY WITH ADEQUATE VENTILATION. Do not breathe vapors or spray mist. Ensure fresh air entry during application and drying. If you experience eye watering, headache or dizziness, or if air monitoring demonstrates vapor/mist levels are above applicable limits, wear an appropriate, properly fitted respirator (NIOSH/MSHA approved) during and after application. Follow respirator manufacturer’s directions for respirator use. Avoid contact with eyes, skin and clothing. Wash thoroughly after handling.
First Aid: If swallowed, do not induce vomiting. Call physician immediately. If you experience difficulty breathing, leave area to obtain fresh air. If continued difficulty is experienced, get medical assistance immediately. In case of eye contact, flush immediately with plenty of water for at least 15 minutes and get medical attention; for skin, wash thoroughly with soap and water.
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
IF SPILLED: Contain spilled materials and remove with inert absorbent. Dispose of contaminated absorbent, container and unused contents in accordance with local, state and federal regulations.
DISPOSAL OF OILY RAGS: To avoid spontaneous combustion during temporary storage, soak soiled rags and waste immediately after use in a water-filled, closed, metal container.

VEHICLE TYPE: Oil-Modified/Alkyd/Petroleum Distillate Mixture.
WEIGHT PER GALLON: 7.0 to 7.3 pounds per gallon. Value will vary depending on color.
% SOLIDS: 30 to 32% by volume.
FLASH: 107°F Seta Flash Closed Cup.
V.O.C.: Maximum 550 grams per liter.

REGULATORY:
This product contains a chemical subject to EPA SARA Title III Section 313 Supplier Notification. Request Safety Data Sheet for pertinent information.
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